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Students, bookstore weigh textbook options
E

very semester students foot the bill for an
unavoidable necessity: textbooks.
An up and coming method of eliminating the
cost of textbooks is to use open source textbooks,
as has been proposed by Winona State University's
chapter of the Minnesota State University Student
Association (MSUSA) for professors to start
utilizing more. Open source textbooks are books
are composed online and are free for anyone to
use.
MSUSA hosted a meeting earlier this semester
where textbook affordability was discussed, and
open source textbooks were mentioned as a
solution.
If Winona State was to be convinced open
source textbooks were the best option, how would
the university make up for the loss of the money
they make on textbooks?
Winona State Bookstore textbook manager and
purchaser Adam Krings said the change may not
keep the money in students' pockets.
"I'm sure tuition would go up. They would figure
out something to compensate for the money that
would no longer be there," Krings said.
A flat fee was an alternative option for
affordability brought up by Krings. This would
be a fee all students would be required to pay no
matter how few or how many textbooks they need
for the semester.
Winona State first-year student Claire
Skogsberg said she spent around $400 to $500
on books this semester alone. If the fees imposed
were about $300 a semester, Skogsberg would
benefit. But for a student who onjy paysJ100 on
books this woul^ol? be;the same case, • i
some students.
"It would depend what the fee was, but it
depends on your major [and] how much you
spend in books. If you were a nursing major I'm
sure you would spend more on books," Skogsberg
said.
Continued on page 5, see Textbooks.
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Junior Kayla Severson checks out a book for a student at the Winona State University
Bookstore. Textbooks and affordability have become a major topic of debate for
groups on Winona State's campus.

BY SARAH MURRAY

photographer
skmurrayl 2@winona.edu
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Student-athletes showcase talents for a cause

i

II

Women's track and field team perform a "High School Musical" lip sync routine for the "Warriors Got Talent!"
event on Monday, Feb. 8. The event raised $1,310.26 for the Make-A-Wish Foundation.

W

arriors filled McCown Gymnasium to
cheer on their favorite athletes Monday,
Feb. 8, but there was no visiting team, referees or
fouls called.
Instead, their competition included their fellow
athletes in the second annual "Warriors Got
Talent!"
The $1,310.26 raised from the event met the
Student-Athlete Advisory Committees goal and
benefited the Make-A-Wish foundation.
Cross country, women's basketball, women's
golf, women's soccer, women's volleyball, track
and field, and football came to perform, with
appearances from the Hypnosis Hip-Hop club

and the winner of last years' event, studentathlete Chris Adams. This year the women's
basketball team was crowned champions.
Student and attendee from the large crowd,
Jenna Plier, was there to cheer on a friend.
"They did really well. It was fun to watch
everybody," Piler said.
Another friend from the crowd, Crystal
Lovegreen, was just there for the excitement.
"I like going to things like this. It is always fun,
and I thought the performances were hilarious,"
Lovegreen said. "The football guys danced well. I
thought for sure they would win first place."
As a member of the cheering audience, Emily

BY TAYLOR NYMAN
photo editor
tnymanl 2@winona.edu

Lepak loved watching her friends.
"All of the sports did well. I don't think I could
have gotten on the stage in front of so many
people," Lepak said. "I'm just happy I came and
was able to donate."
Lepak said she thought it was cool to see every
one come together and the athletes to take time
for a good cause.
As Hypnosis opened the evening with their
performance, dancer Emily Ness expressed her
anxiety.

Continued on page 6, see Warriors.
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Petition passes, student reflects on accident
A

in contact with her, but the Nelson family is
fter Winona State University student
Britney Nelson was hit by a car early last planning on taking legal steps. The family has
November, Winona Sate student Kyle Strand
a lawyer, has been talking to their insurance
started a petition to add better lighting for
company and are trying can to find a way to
pedestrians. Since the petition began, it has
lower the medical bill costs.
received over 1,500 signatures and has now
Nelson said she has received tremendous
officially been passed.
support from the Winona State community
The petition has been passed and looked
and members of Greek life on campus.
over by not only the members of the Winona
"Everyone has been amazing through this
State Student Senate, but also by members of
whole experience," Nelson stated. "I never
thought I'd have this much support."
the Winona County community.
After multiple months of hospital stays,
As for the pedestrian lighting petition,
therapy and general recovery, Nelson is now
Nelson said before the accident she would
Pedestrians cross the street during a snow
BY JACOB STRIKER
storm
in Winona Tuesday, Feb. 2. Pedestrian
have thought it was be a good idea, but
getting back on her feet and is improving.
photographer
Safety has been a major topic of discussion
afterward she knows it to be even more
"The experience has been tough," Nelson,
since Winona State University student Britney jstriker 12@winona.edu
Nelson was hit by a driver in early November.
important.
said. "No one ever thinks something like this
"It's weird to have a feeling that you aren't
would happen to them, so when it does, the
safe in a place that you should be," Nelson
experience is pretty hard."
said.
Nelson attends therapy twice a week.
•••
She works on both speech therapy, such as
memory, and occupational therapy, which
works her math, driving and problem solving BY ZACH BAILEY
skills.
news reporter
zsbaileyl 4@wirtona.edu
The woman who hit Nelson has not been
You need to report an assault
If
you have any other c
Editor's Note: The Winonan is continuing its coverage of
require security's help

pedestrian safety legislation as more information is available.

Counseling services hosts grief seminars
A

student health survey taken last year report
ed 21 percent of Winona State University
students have experienced the death of someone
close to them in the last year.
In a confidential and small setting, Winona
State University will offer a grief support group
for students to talk about their losses.
"A lot of students who come to grief groups
have lost a parent, some have lost a sibling; many
have lost a friend or a significant other," Eunie
Alsaker, associate counselor at Winona State said.
Every year Alsaker is in charge of the five-week
program, presented by Winona State's counseling
services.
"We are offering a support group for students
who have lost someone they love," Alsaker said.
"The groups are fairly casual; they're mostly for
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students to get support from each other."
Alsaker said social support is one the most
important things to help students connect with
each other. Even if talking about grief does not
make it go away, it can reduce the weight each
person has to carry on their shoulders.
Alsaker said the sessions support students
by covering how to take care of themselves,
explaining some of the myths of grief, living with
difficult emotions and difficult memories while
looking at personal strengths, and how to cope
with them. The sessions also include ways to
lessen anxiety and fear, ways to be more effective
with studying when distracted by that pain and
ways to face the challenges of each week, she said.
"There's a lot of misconception about grief.
There's the belief that people can quickly get over

grief," Alsaker said. "Well that's not true, it's a
very slow process, and grief doesn't go away. The
intense pain goes away, but you are always going
to miss that person."
Alsaker said the counseling services want stu
dents to know there are many people on campus
who care about their stories and want to support
them. Individual counseling is always available in
addition to grief groups.
According to Alsaker, grief impacts people on
an physical, emotional and spiritual level. It can
impact a person's ability to think and concentrate,
she said, and it presents many challenges in an
academic setting.

Continued on page 6, see Grief.

THIS WEEK IN WINONA
Student Senate discusses
university-related issues

W

inona State University's
Student Senate met in the
purple rooms of Kryzsko Com
mons last Wednesday, Feb. 10 to
discuss university-related topics.
The senate meets every week
during the semester to discuss
and vote on funding for clubs
and groups, university improve
ments, changes in state legisla
tion that impact colleges, and
new policies.
Senators meet in the Purple
Rooms of Kryzsko Commons at
5 p.m. on Wednesdays. Winona
State students, faculty and staff
can submit topics to be added to
the agenda by noon on Tuesdays

before meetings.
Student Senate meetings
are free and open to Winona
State students, staff and faculty.
Minutes of the meetings are
uploaded to the Winona State
Student Senate website.
Besides attending meetings
or reading minutes, keeping up
with Student Senate can be done
by liking the group on Facebook.
Pick up the next issue of the
Winonan to keep up-to-date
with news regarding Student
Senate.

-The Winonan Staff

Textbooks, continued from page 2.
"I would personally be in favor almost all the money goes back
of a flat rate because I normally
into university funds for schol
pay a lot for the books I get, but arships and university improve
I could see how it may pose a
ments, the income, or loss of
problem for someone that may
income due to the use of open
not be paying as much for books source textbooks in the class
if for some reason their book
room, would need to be sup
cost or tuition went up in order
plemented in some other way,
for it to go down for others,"
Krings said.
Griendl said.
BY MIRANDA COULTHARD
Because the Winona State
news reporter
Bookstore is non-profit and
mcoulthardl 3@winona.edu

Miranda Coulthard

Sara Tiradossi

UPAC Presents: Comedy Murder Mystery
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Kryzsko Commons, East Hall
Contact: UPAC at upac@winona.edu
Students have the opportunity to play for prizes.
Math Colloquium: Pi is Transcendental
Time: 12:45 p.m.
Place: Gildemeister Hall, room 155
Contact: Steve Leonhardi
sleonhardi@winona.edu
Gymnastics vs. Hamline University
Time: 6:30 p.m.
Place: Integrated Wellness Complex,
McCown Gymnasium
Contact: Grant Wall, gwall@winona.edu
Dancescape 2016
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: Performing Arts Center, Vivian Fusillo Theatre
Contact: Gretchen Cohenour
gcohenour@winona.edu
Student Recital: Daniel Lewis
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Place: Performing Arts Center, Recital Hall
Contact: Marybeth Lenhardt
mlenhardt@winona.edu
Healthy in a Weight Focused World
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Science Laboratory Center, room 120
Contact: Kathryn Hansen
healthpromotion@winona.edu
Anxiety Management Seminar
Time: 2 to 2:50 p.m.
Place: Integrated Wellness Complex, room 267
Contact: EunieAlsaker
ealsaker@winona.edu

Cheney Mason

Nathani

Crime and Security reporter
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Warriors, continued from page 3.

Grief, continued from page 4.
"It can be hard to be academically
sharp when you've experienced a
loss," Alsaker said. "Grief is ex
hausting, so it can be hard to get
that energy and motivation."
Since students only have 16 weeks
to prove they have learned the
material, if they have experienced a
dramatic loss, Alsaker said it could
be extremely damaging for them.
"Grief is hard any time of our life,
but there are some unique chal
lenges if you lose someone during
your college years, especially when
you're away from your home and
family and you don't have that sup
port," Alsaker said.
Students who have lost someone
close to them tend to forget their
priorities and isolate themselves,
she said.
The grief sessions consist of
around six students who attend, as
a lot of people are hesitant to par

ticipate because they feel intimidat
ed to open up and talk about their
experience, according to Alsaker.
"The primary intent of the group
is for students to realize that they're
not alone," Alsaker said. "Grief can
be isolating, but there are other stu
dents who have also experienced a
loss. So the main intent is for them
to feel less alone."
There is nothing that can take
away grief, but some things can
make it easier to live with, she said.
"Students should know that they
can hold their pain in a different
way," Alsaker said. "They can learn
to live with loss in a way that they
can continue to be regular students
and still be able to connect with
other people."
BY SARA TIRADOSSI

news reporter / photographer

stiradossil 3@winona.edu

"We were all very nervous. It was a
Women's basketball came in first
big crowd," Ness said. "I thought we place with a combined score from
did really well though. We powered the judges and the crowd's dona
tions.
through the nerves."
Women's soccer took the stage
Their dance to "the Quan" in foowith a lip sync battle of first-years
tie pajamas left the students chuck
versus upperclassmen, which firstling at their peers.
"They can dance well for basket
year student-athlete Abby Bohanski
ball players. I thought their dance
was happy to have been apart of it.
"It went OK. As a team we did
was really fun," Lovegreen joked.
well," Bohanski said. "It was really
Tied for second place was track
good team bonding. We were brain and field and football.
storming what we could do one day,
"My vote was on the football guys
and we all kind of agreed on a lip
who danced to 'Poison.' It really
sync battle."
looked like they put a lot of time
Bohanski said she and her team
and effort into their dance," Ness
put in about three or four hours into said.
working on the performance.
Regardless of their talents or who
"I liked doing it; it was fun. While won, the athletics' efforts will help
we were lip-syncing it turned into
grant $l,310.26-worth of wishes.
sort of a dance battle too," Bohanski
laughed.
BY CHENEY MASON
Bohanski said she thought their
news reporter
coach would be proud of them.
cmason14@winona.edu

Clubs toss for a cause, attempt to break world records

B

reaking world records and raising money for
a cause will go hand-in-hand at a cornhole
bags tournament at Winona State University later
this semester.
The students of the business organizations
Pi Sigma Epsilon and the American Marketing
Association will play in a cornhole bags
tournament during their Toss for A Cause event,
starting at 6 a.m. Feb. 29 in the new college of
Business Engagement Center in Somsen Hall for
36 hours straight. This will break the 26-hourlong world record cornhole game.
The organizations will charge $25 per person
to play, and all proceeds raised will benefit a
children's hospital in Tanzania.
Nick Smith, president of Pi Sigma Epsilon, said
the children struggle a lot in Tanzania to get the
same medical opportunities as in the U.S.
"These kids really struggle over there; a lot of
the doctors, nurses are all volunteers too. So this
is to help them out in any way we can," Smith
said.
Due Nguyen, vice president of human
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resources of Pi Sigma Epsilon, said the children's
hospital also helps others of all ages because it is
the hospital that has those capabilities in the area.
"For the major cases when the children get
really sick with some weird strain of a weird virus
or they come down with a genetic disease no one
else can figure out, this is what that hospital is
for," Nguyen said.
Nguyen said they are hoping to raise $3,600 for
Feb. 29
the cause.
PSE and AMA will be competitors in the
cornhole games, where teams of two battle each
co-op with a few organizations on working with
other by throwing bags in to the holes of boards
this cause," Wright said.
across from them.
Wright said the opportunity to play a simple
Robert Newberry, the chairperson of the
Winona State University College of Business and game for a good cause makes the event worth it.
"It's not too hard," Wright said. "You just got to
part of International Health Partners created the
throw a bag 20-plus feet and doesn't take up too
idea and asked PSE and AMA to join in on the
much space. It's a fun friendly game everyone can
event, Wright said.
have a little competition in."
"[Newberry] and his wife are part of the
International Health Partners for Tanzania. He
BY ANNE KOOIKER
brought this cause to me since AMA hosts bags
news reporter
tournaments and thought it would be cool to
hkooikerl 4@winona.edu

Dancescape prepares for annual production
T

he Winona State University department of
theatre and dance will present "Dancescape
2016" this Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 7:30
p.m. After almost a year of production, students,
faculty, alumni and guest choreographers will
showcase their work on the Performing Arts
Center Vivian Fusillo Main Stage.
This is Dancescape's 26th year and it features a
cast and crew of 65 members. Dance proposals
were due last April, and auditions were held the
second week of fall classes in 2015. Tech produc
tion started in the beginning of the spring semes
ter.
"It really is a developmental process because
dance is a collaborative art form," Artistic Direc
tor Gretchen Cohenour said.
Cohenour is also contributing her choreogra
phy with a piece titled "Moonscape," which will
be performed by 12 student dancers.
"Choreographers hold auditions and cast stu
dents based on stage presence, technical ability
or just something that catches their eye to build
a community around the idea of their project,"
Cohenour said.
Anybody is able to submit work in the spring
for Dancescape and all students are eligible to
be a dancer. This allows for a variety of pieces to
be showcased, including hip-hop, salsa, jazz and
contemporary dances.
Senior Hannah Lefebvre is participating in her
third year of Dancescape and has choreographed
a piece which will feature eight dancers, includ
ing herself.
"I was inspired by a bible verse, Isaiah 41:10,"
Lefebvre said. "It says, 'So do not fear, for I am
with you.'"
Titled "From Within," her piece features a
rhythmic heartbeat throughout the dance which
powers her and the rest of her dancers.
Since beginning their work on the routine,
Lefebvre has encouraged her dancers to feel what
the piece means to them and apply it to their
movements.

Dancescape performers rehearse Gretchen Cohenour's piece, "Moonscape," to be performed
Feb. 18 through 20 at 7:30 p.m. on the Vivian Fusillo Main Stage.

SARAH MURRAY
photographer

skmurrayl 2@winona.edu

"I'm pushing my dancers to really internalize
the dance and to feel their hearts tugging for
them to dance and to feel what they want to feel
in this dance," Lefebvre said.
As abstract art form portraying meaning
through movement, audience members can
expect to find at least one thing to connect with
when they see the show.
"One of my teachers who was a modern dance
choreographer and artist wrote some advice to a
new dance audience," Cohenour said. "He said to
come with an open mind, suspend judgment and
engage the senses."
Lefebvre agreed and said, "Just keep an open
mind because people have put a lot of thought
and a lot of time into their work."
Dancescape provides a creative outlet for its

choreographers, dancers and audience members
alike.
"It's really made me find my voice in school,
church and even the dance community," Lefebvre
said. "I feel like I have a greater sense of self."
Tickets are $12 for the public and $6 for stu
dents, and are available online or by calling the
Winona State University box office.
Cohenour encourages audience members to
come to the theatre without searching for any
thing in particular. With such a wide variety of
talent and style, Dancescape can provide some
thing unique for everybody.
BYGINA SCOn
features reporter

gscottl 2@winona.edu
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Movie in review: Fan-anticipated "Deadpool"
M

arvels latest film, "Deadpool" kicks off with
one of the most gleefully self-deprecating
and certifiably bonkers opening sequences in the
history of cinema. Right from the get-go, "Deadpool" makes sure to let everyone know that it is
not your typical superhero movie. Instead, it is
a raucous, offensive, bloody romp that wears its
R-rating like a badge of honor.
"Deadpool" follows Wade Wilson, a former
military man turned mercenary, as he earns his
beer money by protecting teenage girls from
stalkers. After collapsing in front of his stripper
girlfriend Vanessa ("Gothams" Morena Baccarin), it is revealed he is dying of cancer. As a last
ditch effort, he agrees to join Weapon X to cure
his cancer and turn him into a superhero. After
immense torture by Ajax (Ed Skrien), his can
cer is cured and he gains incredible regenerative
powers, but he is scarred to the point that makes
Freddie Krueger look like a male model. He then
sets out to kick Ajax's sorry ass and get his good
looks back.
"Deadpool" stars Ryan Reynolds in his second
chance as the titular Merc with a Mouth. This
time, unlike the god-awful train wreck that was
"X-Men Origins: Wolverine", Reynolds channels
the self-referential fourth wall breaking nature of
Deadpool with incredible tact. The gleeful insan

ity ever so present in todays Deadpool comics
comes through in everything from his actions to
his crude humor.
In the comic book world, Deadpool is com
pletely aware of the fact that he is a fictional
character. In the film, this transfers to Deadpool
talking directly to the audience, as well as refer
ences to everything from Hugh Jackman, James
McAvoy and Patrick Stewart, and even the films
own lack of a budget for X-Men characters.
As for the supporting cast, T.J. Miller of Sili
con Valley fame brings his "A" game to the film
as Deadpool's closest ally, Weasel, and delivers
some of the funniest lines of the entire film. The
real standout is Brianna Hildebrand as Negasonic Teenage Warhead. A character of the moody
millennial, she gives way to some hilarious quips
from Deadpool, and ends up being a total badass
in her own right.
The humor is perhaps the most surprising
success in "Deadpool." As we have seen in other
violent hero send-ups like "Kick-Ass," overzealous humor can hurt the pacing of an action flick.
In "Deadpool," the jokes come fast and hard,
teetering on the edge of shattering the structure
to the ground, but somehow everything works.
The script by Rhett Reese and Paul Wernick is
masterful, leaving enough space for viewers to re

act and feel emotionally for the characters before
another joke is thrown at them. In a good way.
The film is not without its faults. "Deadpool"
continues the classic Marvel flaw of having terri
bly underdeveloped and boring villains. Skrien's
Ajax has a few choice lines, but for the most part,
he acts a rudimentary foil for the plot and serves
no other purpose than to give Deadpool some
thing to stab. Gina Carano's Angel Dust tends to
be a bit more menacing but even she needed a
bit more development. In addition, the CGI for
Colossus is fairly unconvincing.
All things considered, "Deadpool" is a mas
sive success for 20th Century Fox. The humor
is on point, characters are perfectly cast and the
over-the-top violence is refreshing in todays
childproof cape-film laden world. While I wish
they paid more attention to the villains, its the
character of Deadpool who needed to be perfect.
"Deadpool" is the X-Men spinoff that fans have
dreamed of getting for years.
Lets just hope they can pull off the sequel.

BY NATHANIEL NELSON

features / news reporter

nnelsonl 3@winona.edu

Dessert theatre honors William Shakespeare
E

very year, the Winona State University's
Women's Chorus and Concert Choir pres
ent either a madrigal banquet or a dessert music
revue. For their 23rd year, the ensembles are
presenting a Dessert Theatre in honor of William
Shakespeare as a celebration of the 400th anni
versary of his death.
"This year will be recreating the regal elegance
of the renaissance past through music, costumes,
feast and pageantry," Director Harry Mechell
said, in his announcement of the event.
The members of the choir will begin the eve
ning by creating a medieval bizarre in the lobby
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of the Performing Arts Center, sharing their
individual talents with the audience prior to the
beginning of the event. In between performances
of the choirs, there will be dancing and skits put
on by the members of concert choir. Desserts will
be featured, reflecting those found at traditional
madrigal feasts of the 16th century, such as "Pate
De Fruits Lozenges" and "Fresh Made Medieval
Fig Tarts."
"This event brings together all aspects of the
performing arts: dancing, singing and acting. It's
a unique experience - not often do you get to go
and experience this 16th century atmosphere,"

Brooke May, president of the American Choral
Directors Association, said about the event.
The Dessert Theater will take place on Feb. 27
in the Vivian Fusillo Theatre in the Performing
Arts Center. Doors open at 6:30 p.m., and the
event starts at 7 p.m. Tickets can be purchased
beforehand online. General admission tickets are
$25, and tickets are $12 for Winona State stu
dents with an ID.
BY LAUREN SANER

features writer

lsanerl2@ winona.edu

Winona carnival breaks the ice on winter blues
O

n a chilly weekend in Winona, people bun
dled up and ventured into the snowy out
doors to enjoy the Winona Winter Carnival, an
annual event put on for the Winona community.
A variety of events took place around Winona,
including the popular Goose Bump Jump and the
Snowshoe Showdown.
The Goose Bump Jump took place at the Lake
Lodge Recreation Center at 12 p.m. on Saturday,
where participants helped raise money for the
Winona Parks and Recreation Scholarship Fund.
Thirty-nine people in total jumped into the
freezing water. These people included a group
from the Winona Daily News, Mugby Junction,
the Winona Masons and many solo jumpers. The
Goose Bump Jump raises $10,000 each year, of
which $5,000 is donated by the Winona Masons.
The Masons were there for their fourth year,
and always earn the right to go first because they
fundraise the most money. Members Scott Banick, Clint Moore, Tom Hill and Paul Soukup were
present. Banick said they participate every year
for the kids, as "the Masons support the youth."
One jumper, Joseph Tadie, jumped twice.
"It s cold, very cold. You get a rush that feels
great after." He said.
Each participant was asked to introduce them
selves and say who they were representing and
why they were participating before they jumped
into the lake by the MC, Winona State University
student Michele Borsari.
A large rectangle had been cut in the ice to
create a hole for the jumpers. The Winona Coun
ty Dive Rescue Team were on standby in case
anyone needed assistance during their jump.
Tents were set up next to the hole so partic
ipants could quickly run inside for warmth.
Snacks such as hot cocoa and cookies were avail
able in the recreation center.
People of all ages came out to watch and sup
port jumpers, but were bundled up trying to stay
warm during the 10-degree afternoon.
While the participants of the Goose Bump
Jump were recovering and warming up after their
jumps, the Snowshoe Showdown was taking
place.

ma*
St Mary student Musau Alfaghan belly flops into the ice-cold water at the Goose Bump Jump
Saturday, Feb. 13.

TAYLOR NYMAN
photo editor

tnymanl2@winona.edu

At 1 p.m. at Holzinger Lodge, the Winona State
Outdoor Education and Recreation Center hosted the showdown. Participants could choose the
3k or 5k run, looping through the Winona bluffs,
A group of participants from the SE MN Trail
Runners were there for the run. Members Dan
Valentine, Lonna Simanovski, Molly Bramer, Lisa
Smily and Steve Greseth, amongst others, were
there to participate in the 5k run.
Valentine urged anyone interested in snowshoeing to join their Facebook page and get
involved.
After the run there were food, beverages, prizes

and a concert featuring Reina del Cid.
These events were a part of the Winona Winter
Carnival taking place all weekend, put together
by Winona Parks and Recreation. The carnival
occurs every year to provide winter activities for
the community.

BY MICHAELA GAFFKE
features writer

mgafflcel2@winona.edu
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Q&A with Scott Olson: A unique
path to university president
S

cott Olson has been the president of Winona
State University since April 2013. However, he
did not always hope to one day be president of a
university. President Olson shared his interesting
path to becoming the 15th president of Winona
State, from being a dishwasher and working at
multiple universities in various positions, to
being a published writer and working on an
award-winning film; President Olsons path to
becoming the university president has not been a
linear one.
Q: When you were younger, what did you want
to be?
A: In high school I wanted to be a light house
attendant. The summer after I finished my
undergraduate degree, I worked for an animation
company making commercials. I thought about
moving to California to learn more about film
making. However, during my graduate career I
became more interested in the study of media
instead of working in the media, and I soon
realized I wanted to be a professor. The funny
thing about life, is [you have] what you think
you want to happen and then opportunities
open up and it looks different. I never wanted
to be president of a university; I wanted to be
a professor and I had no intentions of doing
anything but that.
Q: What drew you to Northwestern and what
made you stay through your Ph.D.? What did
you want to do with history and film degrees?
A: I had a friend who was a year older than me
who went to Northwestern, and she came home
for Thanksgiving break and told me I would love
it, and she was right. I thought of going into the
Peace Corps, but I realized I wanted to teach
history and film. Thank heavens I did stay at
Northwestern, I can t imagine how my life would
have been if I hadn't stayed.
Q: As a professor at Central Connecticut State
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University, what was your favorite thing to
teach? Is there anything you miss about being a
professor?
A: I miss everything about it. I miss working
with the students, and the only thing I don't
miss is the grading. I hope to someday return
to the classroom— that would be ideal. My
favorite thing to teach was special topic courses,
which focused on my own research at the time.
Professors got to create these courses so they
were very unique and normally only taught once.
I would teach about whatever I was thinking or
writing about at the time.
Q: Having two published books, what do
you enjoy about writing? What is the writing
process like for you?
A: I love writing, more than anything I think of
myself as a writer. I would consider myself as an
extroverted writer. I love the craft of it. I enjoy
the opportunity to write and rewrite, nowadays
everything can be edited and rewritten easily.
When I was younger, writing meant it was a hand
written draft, there was very little time to correct
or rethink, and it just flowed out. I didn't have the
editing tools we have today. I enjoy giving myself
little challenges in my writing. For example, I
once gave a speech at a university without using a
word with the letter "e." Now, I don't get to write
as much as I'd like because so much of my day is
of an extroverted nature. For example talking to
people, problem solving, dealing with things that
aren't always in my control.
Q: How does it feel to have worked on a film
that won an Emmy? What was that process
like?
A: There was a period of time I worked with
Bajus-Jones corporation, which made animated
television commercials, however I did not
like that as much as I liked academics. It feels
undeserving. When you watch the Oscars, a lot of
folks who go up on stage are the producers. They

•

Scott Olson has served
as Winona State
University's president
since April 2013.

EMMA MASUILEWICZ
photographer
emasuilewiczl4@winona.edu

are the people who got the money and make sure
people are doing their jobs. The people who do
the work are the creative people. I worked with a
very talented director and writer who could tell
a great story. If I was deserving in any way, it was
because I picked that right people to work on it.
Q: You've had a lot of experiences at other
universities; what has that taught you and what
have you brought to Winona State with you?
A: What I try to do at every university I work at
is try to help them uncover their truest self, what
was already there, instead of bringing something
from the outside. Bring what is already within.

from the outside. Bring what is already within.
The things I'm working on at Winona State are
not like any of the other places I've worked. The
only thing they have in common is that you can
learn to help a place by knowing what is truest
about its self.
Q: What do you find yourself spending your
time on?
A: What it is all about is having the students have
the best learning experience they can, that has
been here before me and it will be here after me.
There are four main things I find myself spending
my time on right now. The first being the
Education Village, which is a $30 million project
with the vision to prepare the best teachers in the
world. A lot of people are hopeful and excited
and there is support from local representatives.
Another thing I spend my time on is one of the
great things about Winona, which is its great
culture for the arts with museums, the great
river Shakespeare festival [and] the frozen film
festival. Winona State is a huge part in that with
wonderful art programs, theatre and music.
Art that students make and students' writings
contribute to the Winona culture. The third thing
we spend a lot of time on is thinking of new and
different ways for students to engage in wellness
and giving students the opportunity to make
use of the beautiful environment. Compared to

other campuses an asset we have is our beautiful
surroundings and the Mississippi River, and with
that we have the Cal Fremling floating classroom.
Finally, the history of Winona, which is a history
of entrepreneurs who had ideas for something.
There are a lot of companies and businesses in
Winona. At any given year Winona State students
may have great ideas for businesses, and given
some encouragement and opportunities they
could make their own company. Any given day is
working with students to make things better.
Q: Have you noticed any changes in the
university since you've become president?
A: I wouldn't be the best one to judge that, but
the physical look of the campus has changed and
is changing, the commons area looks different,
the education village, the new student senate
office and more. I think Winona State has such a
rich culture and that culture will be there before
and after me; it hasn't changed.
Q: What is your favorite aspect about being
president of the university?
A: It's being president of Winona State. I love
Winona, the magic of this place, it's a very special
place and university and being able to be a small
part of that, to be here and to be part of it.
Q: What is the most challenging aspect of being

Scott Olson (left) and his brother (#77) rigging the
X-Scow circa 1977 on Lake Nisswa.
CONTRIBUTED PHOTO

president of the university?
A: There are a lot of things I would like to do
that I know would be right for Winona State, but
there are always difficulties or something that
doesn't work and its frustrating when you think
of an idea and it doesn't launch. For example,
the idea of building a new baseball field in a new
location, but the community didn't share my
vision.
Q: What are your hopes and aspirations for
Winona State and its students?
A: My hope for all students is of course, that
everyone of them is empowered and remember
their own hopes and dreams, and that they can
be empowered and can achieve their hopes and
dreams and believe they can achieve them.
Q: Is there anything you would like to add?
A: Students might have this idea that people
like me are on this path, but I was a dishwasher
for three years, I was a bus-boy for two years, I
worked at a desk dealing with medical files, and
I worked on an oil ridge in New Mexico. Jobs
like those are why higher education is important.
Students have this idea that we are always on this
path. I've been at the bottom, I've been a lot of
things. And that would be true of most of us.

BY DANA SCOn
features reporter

dscottl2@ winona.edu
Scott Olson (far right) and some college friends in Chicago, doing their version of
the Beatles'famous album cover.
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Graphic novel author hosts Q&A session
G

raphic novel author Gene Luen Yang is a
busy man.
This January, he was appointed the Ambassador
for Young Peoples Literature by the Library of
Congress and he is also the author of "American
Born Chinese," which was this year s common
book for Winona State University.
On Feb. 10, Yang joined members of the Wino
na State community via Skype for a Q&A session
about the common book, which was published in
2006.
Ann-Marie Dunbar, a professor from the Win
ona State English department, has been involved
with the process of choosing the common books
for five years. For Dunbar, being a part of this
program is a responsibility she enjoys having.
"It is a lot of responsibility, but it is fun to think
about what books might teach well and what op
portunities for research will come from different
types of books," Dunbar said.
When finding the common book, members of
the committee in charge of choosing the book
invite people from the campus community to
nominate books for the program.
"We are looking for books that are engaging
and authors who are willing to work with the
students," Dunbar said.
After the nominations are made, the committee
narrows down the number of books on the list to
four or five. After a series of discussions, the final
book is chosen.
When deciding on "American Born Chinese,"
Dunbar and her colleagues wanted to pick a book
that followed the school theme of equity.
"The book focuses on different cultural expe
riences and uses creative ways to express these
cultures," Dunbar said. "We have also worked
with Gene Yang before and he is very engaging
with students."
Yang was born to a Chinese mother and a
Taiwanese father. As a child, Yang interacted with
his parents through stories and drawing.
Yang's dream job as a child was being an an
imator for Disney, but this dream changed in
fifth grade when he saw the #99 issue of Marvel's
"Two-In-One" comic on a display rack while at
the store with his mother. Yang was intrigued by
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the comic book and begged his mother to buy it
for him, but she got him an issue of "Superman"
instead.
"She thought the characters on the cover of the
'Two-In-One' comic would give me nightmares,"
Yang said.
Shortly after his discovery of comic books,
Yang and a childhood friend began writing their
own comics.
After graduating college, Yang published his
first comic book "Gordon Yamamoto and the
King of the Geeks" in 1997.
Along with discussing his creative development
and his discovery of comic books, Yang also dis
cussed the participation of Asian Americans in
the world of comic books.
Many of the first depictions of Asians were
stereotypical and the comic book characters fell
into the "yellow peril" trope, which was based on

a theory in which Asian individuals are a danger
to the western world. Many of these stereotypical
characters were villains.
Some students were shocked by the representa
tion of Asians in comic books.
"Seeing how the racism in society effects the
depiction of certain people in comic books was
shocking, especially since comics could possibly
promote these ideas in young minds," sophomore
Merritt Ogren said.
According to Yang, over time the depiction of
Asians in comic books became less stereotypical
and well-rounded Asian characters were devel
oped.
As an Asian American in the industry himself,
Yang was curious about why people of Asian
heritage are drawn to comics.
Continued on page 13, see
Common Book.

•

Common book author, Gene Luen Yang, spoke with students via Skype Tuesday evening to
share his successful journey as an Asian-American author.

LAUREN REUTELER
photographer
lreutelerll@winona.edu

Common Book, continued from page 12.
To discover these connections, Yang and some
friends developed many theories. One theory
is related to traditional Asian art and its use of
art and words together. By being exposed to this
combination within their heritage, Asian Amer
icans are prepared for working with these ele
ments in comics.
Another theory comes from the origin of
comic books themselves. Many comic books and
characters were created by the sons of Jewish
immigrants. At the time of their creation, these

men would have been considered outsiders, and
this is something Asian Americans in the comic
book industry can identify with.
Even though Yang has received his title from
the Library of Congress, he is still very much
involved in the world of comics and graphic
novels.
For the past four years, Yang has been writing
graphic novels about the Nickelodeon television
series "Avatar: the Last Airbender." These graphic
novels serve as a continuation of the television
series. He has also been working with DC Com

ics as a writer for several issues of "Superman."
Exploring different cultures and their impacts
on certain mediums can help create more mean
ingful interactions with this medium. For Gene
Luen Yang, bringing his culture into his work
with comics and graphic novels not only impacts
his life, but it could also spark an idea in the
mind of an aspiring Asian-American comic book
artist.
BY ELIZABETH PUIANCO
features reporter / copy editor
epulancol2@mnona.edu

ClearCause Foundation promotes safe travel abroad
T"? veryone knows how to ask for help or dial for
Jtiemergency services in the country they reside
in, but what about in a foreign country?
With the amount of students studying abroad
every year increasing, it has become apparent
how students are often times uneducated be
fore they leave for their travels. The ClearCause
Foundation intends to make a change—their
mission is to help students depart for their trips
well informed.
ClearCause was established in 2010 following
the death of Tyler Hill, who died on a People to
People trip in Japan, in a situation which could
have been prevented. Every year, students trav
eling abroad are scammed, sexually assaulted,
injured and killed; many of these instances are
preventable. Since there are no state or federal
laws protecting students from the dangers they
may encounter abroad, many students travel
across the world without acquiring simple knowl
edge.
"Coffee beans and bowling balls have more
federal rules than America's greatest treasure, it's
next generation of global leaders," ClearCause
founder Sheryl Hill said.

Many people are unaware that the emergency
service numbers are different in countries outside
of the United States. To many people's surprise,
911 won't get you an ambulance in most coun
tries. ClearCause has created a new program
they call Safe Journey Academy, which offers
students a program which will teach them how to
not only travel abroad, but succeed in a foreign
country.
There are many ways students can work to pre
pare themselves for studying abroad. ClearCause
says taking their short 10-minute quiz is a good
place to start for those seeking to find a baseline
for where they stand in their knowledge for going
abroad. Many students from Winona State Uni
versity took a shot at the quiz; the results showed
how there is room for improvement. Of the 31
students who took the quiz, 21 of them scored a
sixty percent or less on the quiz, meaning a ma
jority of the students failed. Some students were
very surprised about the knowledge they didn't
realize they were missing.
"I do plan on studying abroad, I'm not one
hundred percent sure where I want to go, some
where in Europe. I had no idea that not all

nations use 911," first-year Brianna Justen said.
"I guess I'm used to American ways, and even
though I have traveled to Europe before I still
didn't know the answers to half of those ques
tions."
Hill believes ClearCause has found a great way
for students to educate themselves before going
abroad. For just $10, students can purchase one
course for a student and their family to help
prepare them for their travels. This program will
offer students everything they should need to
know, but they should still keep in mind the fact
that unforeseen things do happen. In this case,
Safe Journey Academy will leave them well pre
pared for worst-case scenarios.
"We believe a third party, consumer-driven
solution is best to maintain neutrality. Like Clear-

BY MADISON BOWE
features reporter
mbowel4@winona.edu
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Summer Jobs Available...
...AND a chance to "be the change!"
Easter Seals Wisconsin
Camp Wawbeek & Respite Camp
Located in Wisconsin Dells, Easter Seals
Wisconsin camps serve children & adults with
disabilities. Come enjoy your summer & make
a difference in someone's life.
To learn more about our camps or to apply
online, visit www.EasterSealsWisconsin.com

Meet the editing staff.
Editor-in-chief: Allison Mueller
amueller12@winona.edu

News Editor: Sam Stetzer
sstetzer12@winona.edu

News brief: Ducks Unlimited event
In an attempt to raise money for wetland conservation, Winona State Universi
ty's chapter of Ducks Unlimited will host their eighth annual dinner banquet.
Last year the student-run chapter raised around $20,000, and this year the club
is looking to surpass this amount, said President of the chapter, Anthony Treichel.
The fundraiser will take place on Saturday, Feb. 20 at 5:30 p.m. at the American
Legion in Winona. Tickets are $25 and can be bought either online or at the door.
Winona State students who provide their IDs at the door will receive $10 towards
raffles. Anyone who wears camo to the banquet will be put in a special raffle, ac
cording to Stephanie Lindgren, the clubs fundraising chair.
According to Treichel, this event is family-friendly, and adding to the family
environment, this year the club is offering a youth raffle.
"We want everybody to come to our event. Honestly, we have something for
everyone," said Treichel. "We've got a whole raffle this year set up for the youth."
Some of the prizes being raffled off include a portable fish house, outdoor prints,
outdoor gear, fishing rods, a GoPro camera and more. There will be door prizes as
well.
Treichel said Winona's chapter of Ducks Unlimited, is a community-like club for
"all walks of life".
BY MIRANDA COULTHARDT
news reporter
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WSU Education Village: Big benefit for small margin of WSU students
According to an article in the Winonan by Anne Kooiker, 20 percent of
Winona State University's student population is declared as education ma
jors.
After finally breaking ground on the WSU Tunnel project, renovating
Baldwin Lounge and upgrading the first floor Somsen western hallway,
WSU has put it's efforts into a different multi-million dollar project: Educa
tion Village.
Although this project will, no doubt, benefit the aspiring educators in
our community, as a student in the Mass Communication, English and
Theatre and Dance Departments, I have to ask: where are the large campus
improvement projects for the other 80 percent of students not involved in
teaching education?
The Education Village page on the University's website states that "this
project [is] central to the future of our campus." I respectfully disagree.
Although teaching education is part of WSU's history, I believe moving
forward as a University should focus on inclusion of all majors and include
projects that improve education for all students, not just Education majors.
After all, that's why we pay tuition fees.
For example, all departments on campus benefit from the tutors in the
Writing Center on third floor Minne Hall. However, according to Writing

WARPZONE

Center director April Herndon, all funds for the Writing Center come out
of English Department funds. Upgrading the center's technology will allow
tutors to help students refine their writing skills more effectively.
The Phelps handicap entrance is another example of a campus area that
needs improvement. It has dim lighting at best, raising concerns of safety.
The psychology department also disposes their lab rats next to the elevator
in a covered trashcan, which barely contains the stench of decomposition.
Better lighting, improvements to the archaic elevator and a better disposal
system will improve this area for students and staff entering the building
with disabilities.
While I don't doubt that the Education Village will benefit our commu
nity, I do think that this expensive project will not benefit as many students
as the University claims it will. WSU as solely an educator's university is a
thing of the past. It's time to look toward a future that is as well rounded as
the students that attend WSU. We are more than our past. We are a diverse
community with diverse interests striving to improve our community.

Kim Schneider
Op-ed
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Men's basketball splits final weekend homestand
W

ith the game clock winding down, junior
$
Riley Bambenek provided some excite
ment for the Winona State University men's bas
ketball team, connecting on a 30-foot 3-pointer
as time expired in extra time to lift the Warriors
to a 72-71 victory over Minnesota State Universi
ty, Mankato Friday night in Winona.
The Maverick's Joey Witthus missed his sec
ond of two free throws with five seconds to go in
the contest. Redshirt first-year Charlie Koontz
recovered the rebound and hit Bambenek on an
outlet pass up the court. With less than a second
on the game clock, Bambenek, who had 25 points
on 8-of-19 shooting, put in his last 3-point shot
of the night.
Before the overtime heroics, the Warriors got a
couple of key plays from Koontz.
Toward the end of regulation, the Mavericks
again missed a free throw which would have put
them up by three with 10 seconds to go.
But junior forward Kyle Bauman collected the
rebound, pushed it to Bambenek who found
Koontz under the rim for a layup to tie the game
up and force overtime.
Sophomore guard Corey Jeffs attacks the basket against Minnesota State University, Mankato
JACOB STRIKER
Winona State was behind for most of the
Saturday in Winona. The Warriors defeated the Mavericks 72-71.
photographer
jstriker 12@winona.edu
overtime period, but another missed Maverick
free throw allowed for Koontz to knock down a
The Warriors fought back with a 12-1 run of
this time 7-0, and the Warriors would not have
their own to narrow the deficit to five, 63-58.
jumper after an offensive rebound to tie the game the lead until the final shot of the game.
Blacklock put in a layup to make it a one-pos
Winona State head coach Todd Eisner said
at 67 apiece.
session ballgame with 24 seconds to go, but the
The Mavericks' Jalen Pendleton responded with home-court advantage is a key factor, especially
Golden Bears held on for the 67-62 victory.
a 3-point play to put them up by three with under in the NSIC.
"To compete for championships, you need to
Eisner said the team did not have the same
30 seconds to go.
protect your home court," Eisner said.
energy in this game as they did Friday.
Bambenek followed with a pair of free throws
The Warriors win ties them with Minnesota
"We have to play both nights," said Eisner. "I
to set the score at 70-69, setting the stage for his
didn't see any life in us today"
State for second in the NSIC South Division.
game-winning bucket.
Bauman finished with his fourth double-double
Senior guard Conrad Masberg led the Warriors
At halftime, the Warriors led 31-26 before the
with 15 points, Bauman tallied 14 points with six
Mavericks went on a 12-0 run which gave Minne of the season with 15 points on 6-of-10 shooting
rebounds while Bambenek netted 11 points.
sota State a 45-37 lead with 10:42 to play.
to go along with two blocks and 10 rebounds.
The Warriors followed with a 9-2 run was led
The Warriors followed Friday's heroics with a
Winona State (13-11,12-8 NSIC) will conclude
by back-to-back 3-pointers by Bambenek to nar loss at home against Concordia-St. Paul Universi its regular season next weekend with road games
row the score to 47-46. Bauman drilled consec
at Wayne State College and Augustana.
ty on Saturday, by a score of 67-62.
utive 3-pointers which sparked a 8-0 run for the
Winona State led 38-36 with 14 minutes left in
BY REID PETERS
Warriors and gave them a 57-53 lead with 3:27 to the contest before Concordia went on a 21-3 run, sports reporter
play. The Mavericks responded with another run, putting them up 57-41 with 5:42 to play.
rpetersl4@winona.edu
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Warrior baseball opens spring season 1-2
S

now may still be on the ground, but this hasn't
stopped the Winona State University baseball
team from starting their season. The Warriors
dropped two of its opening games and won one
against Southwest Baptist College over the week
end in Bolivar, Mo.
Winona State lost the first game 9-3, and won
the nightcap 9-4 on Friday before dropping the
third game 7-6 on Saturday.
Head Coach Kyle Poock said the games were a
learning process for the team.
"We got to play some games, did some things
well," Poock said. "Found out some things we
need to get better at."
The Warriors were down early in their first
game of the season Friday afternoon, where the
difference in the game was two four-run innings
by the Bearcats.
Southwest Baptist recorded four earned runs
on sophomore pitcher Mitchell Stalsberg before
tallying another run in the third inning to give
the Beavers a 5-0 lead.
Winona State got on the scoreboard in the top
of the sixth with a trio of runs. Senior pitcher
Mitch Voter connected on a RBI double to bring
in senior infielder Tyler Nehring. Sophomore
infielder Mitchell Heid chipped in a sacrifice
fly and senior outfielder Ryan Nyhagen had
a groundout for an RBI to cut the deficit 5-3.
Southwest Baptist answered with another four-

run inning to put the game away.
Poock said leaving a total of seven players on
base in the game hurt the team the most.
"We gave up too many free bases," Poock said.
"We gave up too many walks and a couple wild
pitches was the difference."
After only racking up nine hits and striking out
eight times, the Warriors responded with a 9-4
win in the second game of the doubleheader.
Southwest Baptist recorded a pair of runs in the
second inning on a two-run home run off junior
pitcher Hayden Krimmer and increased the lead
to 3-0 in the third inning. The Warriors got on
the scoreboard with back-to-back singles by Neh
ring and junior infielder Jesus Cazares that led to
a three-run homer by sophomore Paul Mutch his first career home run - to knot the game 3-3.
They were able to put up at least one run for
the next five innings, including an RBI double by
Nehring in the fifth and a two-run shot by soph
omore catcher Taylor Field in the sixth inning to
take a 6-3 lead.
Sophomore outfielder Joe Kubera had the War
riors solo triple in the top of the eighth inning,
gaining two RBIs on the play.
Nehring said it was nice to get players like Ku
bera back from injuries this weekend.
"It was good for them to get back in the swing
of things," Nehring said.
The Warriors closed out the series with a 7-6

loss on Saturday afternoon.
Winona State got on the scoreboard early as
Cazares recorded an RBI single and Nehring
smacked a two-run shot in the third inning to
give the Warriors a 3-0 advantage.
The Bearcats responded with three runs of their
own in the fifth inning, but the Warriors scored
two runs in the top of the sixth to take a 5-3 lead.
Southwest Baptist tied the game again with a
pair of runs after a wild pitch and an unearned
run on a single.
Sophomore Kipp Youngquist brought in a run
on a double in the top of the seventh gave the
Warriors the lead once more but a wild pitch and
a sacrifice fly put the Bearcats ahead en route to
the 7-6 win.
Poock said he was disappointed with the result
of the game.
"We let a game slip away that we thought we
had," Poock said. "We really thought we should
have won that one."
Winona State (1-2) will head back down to
Missouri to play four games against Maryville
University, Grand Valley State University and two
games against Drury University.

BY SPENCER ELLINGSON

sports reporter

sellingsonl 5@winona.edu

Gymanstics records team-high score in loss
D

espite recording its highest score of the sea
son, the Winona State University gymnas
tics team fell to Division I Illinois State University
192.275-186.825 on Friday night in Normal, 111.
The team score was the 10th best score in pro
gram history.
The Warriors had their best vault performance
of the year, breaking the program record with a
47.800, with the previous score of 47.475 set last
year against the University of Wisconsin Stout.
Sophomore Eboni Jackson tied the Winona State
vault record with a 9.725.
Jackson said she was surprised when she found
out the news of her record.
"I was kind of speechless. I found out when

they put the article out so it was really exciting to
know that I did that," Jackson said. "My goal is to
maybe beat that in the next upcoming meets or at
regionals and hopefully when we get to nationals
we beat the score there."
Jackson now shares the vault record with Kassy
Kroening's 1998 score.
Seniors Jade Donaldson, Brooke Hiestand and
Emily Goldeman added scores of 9.625, 9.550
and 9.500, respectively, while first-year Natalie
Koehler earned a 9.400.
Jackson led the Warrior again on beam with a
score of 9.675. Sophomore Katie Carling added a
9.575 and first-year Miranda Saathoff a 9.450.
Jackson said she likes working on the beam and

it has become a strong event for her.
On the uneven bars, sophomore Katie Pipp led
with a score of 9.625 and Carling added a 9.500.
Hiestand posted the Warriors' best score on the
floor with a 9.625 and Carling scored well for the
team again with 9.550. Junior Veronica Peterson
scored a 9.425 on the event.
Jackson said the team did a good job of main
taining their motivation throughout the meet.
"I think we did really well as a team we came
together and even when we didn't have some rou
tines work that great we still kept up the motiva
tion and we just came back better," Jackson said.
Continued on page 18, see Gymnastics.
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Gymnastics, continued from page 17.
Winona State will host their last home meet of
the season this Friday against Hamline University
at 6:30 p.m. in the McCown Gym.
The Warriors have two more competitions
before competing in the WIAC Regional Cham
pionship Friday, Mar. 3. If Winona State places in
the top three teams at the regional meet, they will

move on to the national championship.
"I think we're very excited because we've im
proved so much from the beginning of the year,"
Jackson said.
If Jackson makes it to nationals, she said her
goal is to win the all-around title.
"If I don't win all-around, the goal is to win an

event by itself. As a team our goal is to place in
the top three," Jackson said. "In all me and team
just need to stay very consistent and I think we'll
be golden."
BY REAGAN JOHNSON
sports reporter

rjjohnsonl 2@winona.edu

Women claim NSIC division title

T

he No. 9 Winona State University wom
en's basketball team clinched its first NSIC
regular season championship in program history
on Saturday with a 73-60 win over Concordia-St.
Paul University.
But before the Warriors could cut down the
nets on Saturday, they had to face Minnesota
State University-Mankato on Friday in Winona.
At the end of the first quarter, senior point
guard Connor Nagle had hit three 3-pointers to
lead Winona State to a 17-14 lead. She added four
more to tie her career-high for 3-pointers made
in game with seven. She had 23 points going into
the half, giving the Warriors a 40-29 advantage.
Coming out of halftime, sophomore forward
Hannah McGlone led the way for the Warriors.
She recorded a quick six points to go along with
four rebounds right away in the second half, to
taling 12 points and 9 rebounds with 15 minutes
still to play.
Despite the play of McGlone, the Mavericks
closed in at the end of the third quarter, down
50-47.
In the fourth quarter, Nagle hit her eighth
3-pointer, setting a new career-high. She became
the third player in Winona State women's bas
ketball history to hit eight 3-pointers in a game.
Becca Friestleben and now assistant coach Ana
Wurtz also sank eight 3-pointers in 2013 and
2010, respectively. Its one shy of the program
record of nine, set by Friestleben in 2013.
The Mavericks pulled to within two, 63-61, with
36 seconds left in the game but Winona State
sank six free throws for the 69-61 victory.
Nagle finished with a game-high 26 points,
four rebounds, an assist and a block. McGlone
added 16 points and 13 rebounds for her third
double-double of the season. Senior guard Alexis
Foley tallied 14 points, four assists and two steals.
On Saturday, the Warriors took on the Golden
Bears, who came in with a 12-13 record.
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The Bears had an 8-3 lead early but 3-pointers
by Foley and Nagle put the Warriors ahead as
they went on a 16-0 run to take a 32-13 lead.
Nagle had 11 points at the half, on the strength
of three 3's. Foley had nine points while Roelofs and Timmerman scored six and five points
respectively.
Nagle ended with 19 points, four assists and
seven rebounds. Roelofs hit 5-of-6 threes and
finished with 18 points, three assists and four re
bounds. Foley hit 3-of-5 threes, adding 16 points,
five assists and four rebounds.
Roelofs said the versatility of their players
makes the team hard to stop.
"Teams have such a hard time guarding us, be
cause if you try to stop one person, we have four
other weapons on the court who can do so many
different things and score in so many different
ways," Roelofs continued. "It's just really fun to be
a part of, there is just so many different weapons
on the court at the same time."
Timmerman broke two Winona State block re
cords in Saturday's win. She had 11 blocks, break
ing the previous record of eight. She also broke
the Warrior single-season block record with 83,
which was previously held by Amanda Brown
(72) in the 1999-2000 season. Timmerman was
one point shy of the triple-double, finishing with
nine points, 11 rebounds and 11 blocks.
Winona State head coach Scott Ballard said the
hard work the team put in the season has paid off.
"There's a lot of satisfaction that comes with the
long preseason and running the hills and all the
workouts and all the extra time they put in the
offseason," Ballard said. "It's so satisfying to see
them get rewarded with achieving one of their
goals."
Setting a new program record for wins in a
season, topping a 24-7 record by the 2008-2009
team, the Winona State women improved to 25-2
with an 18-2 record in NSIC play.

Senior guard Alexis Foley
EMMA MASIULEWICZ
attempts a left-handed layup photographer
against Concordia-St. Paul emasiulewiczl3@winona.edu
University Friday in Wino
na. The Warriors defeated
the Mavericks 73-60.

"It's another great accomplishment," Nagle
said. "But we're going to be keeping our nose to
the grindstone. We still have a lot of work to do."
Winona State (25-2, 18-2 NSIC) travels to
Wayne State College and Augustana University to
wrap up the regular season before coming back
to host a first round NSIC Tournament game
Wednesday, Feb. 24 in Winona.
BY VICTORIA LARSON
sports reporter

vlarson14@winona.edu

In the peanut gallery...
Each week sports reporters Matthew Lambert and Sam Thiel will face off on a hot topic in Minnesota sports. The world of sports is changing quickly
and constantly, but we want to slow it down and take a better look at the juiciest gossip, scandal, rumor or issue that is making headlines this week in
Minnesota. Lambert and Thiel will take different sides and battle it out, telling you why they are right.

Last weekend, the Minnesota Wild fired head coach Mike Yeo in the midst of an eight-game losing streak. This week, Matthew Lambert and Sam Thiel
voice their opinions about whether or not the decision was a good move. Let's talk about it... (Recap by Sam Thiel)

This week's topic: Mike Yeo firing
I have lived in Minnesota for 18 years
and have seen more than my fair share of
losing. Trust me, I'm putting that as lightly
as I can.
So let me explain why the firing of
Minnesota Wild head coach Mike Yeo is
the best thing to happen to Minnesota
sports since Joe Mauer brought back
sideburns.
The first reason why this is a good move
is because change can be a good thing.
The Wild are bringing in John Torchetti
as interim coach, who has served as the
assistant coach for the Chicago Blackhawks
and the interim coach for the Los Angeles
Kings. Torchetti last served as the coach of
the Iowa Wild, who is our AHL affiliate. If
this track record isn't good enough, look at
what Paul Molitor and Mike Zimmer have
done for the Twins and Vikings in their
time as head coach: winning records and
playoff appearances.
Another reason why getting rid of Yeo
is good is because the players weren't
responding well to the changes he was
making in the Wild's free fall. Yeo heavily
relied on his aging veterans like Zach
Parise and Mikko Koivu while young
talent like Jason Zucker and Charlie Coyle
stay on the bench. Championship winning
teams like to use a blend of youth and
cagey veterans for a reason.
Maybe Kurt Russell reprising his role
of Minnesota legend Herb Brooks should
have been the better choice as coach.

With the firing of the Minnesota Wild
coach Mike Yeo coming this weekend, it
shows the NHL is just like all other sports;
they fire a coach because they don't want
to address the real problems with their
organization.
Yeo is a scapegoat.
Sure, the Wild's 23-22-10 isn't that great
of a record. Although, Yeo inherited a team
who was awful and in his first season, had
a 35-36-11 record. Not bad for his first year
in the NHL. After that year, he's never had
a year where the Wild haven't been at least
seven games over .500.
So that's the knock on Yeo, the record
isn't very good? So maybe we can't point
to the Wild's "All-Star" caliber team? The
Wild don't have any players in the top 30 in
goals, assists or points scored.
Where are Ryan Suter and Zach Parise
in all of this? They rank second and fourth
on the team in points, Suter with 35 and
Parise with 32. These two are supposed
to be the top players, since they are tied
for 14th as the highest paid players in the
league.
Moreover, Devan Dubnyk, the player
the Wild "stole" at the trade deadline last
year, hasn't pl&yed well either* He's 18-19
and has allowed 2.39 goals per game. That's
21st in the league.
So, blame Yeo. Blame him all you want,
but soon the front office will notice
something. It's the players, not the coach.

BY SAM THIEL

BY MATTHEW LAMBERT

sports editor
sthielll@winona.edu

sports reporter
mlambertll@winona.edu
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Sports schedule this week...
Wednesday,
Feb. 17

Thursday,
Feb.18

Friday,
Feb.19

Saturday,
Feb. 20

Women's
Basketball

@ Wayne State,
6 p.m.

@ Augustana,
4 p.m.

Track and Field

@ Wisconsin,
(TBD)

Men's Basketball

@ Wayne State,
8 p.m.

@ Augustana,
6 p.m.

Baseball

@ Maryville,
11 a.m.

@ Drury, 11 a.m.,
@ Grand Valley
State, 2:30 p.m.

Gymnastics
•

v.s. Hamline,
6:30 p.m.

e-Warrior Digital Learning Center
Students Supporting Students

Located around campus for you!
•
•
•
•

Have a questions about your laptop or
tablet?
Curious which apps work best for what
you want to do?
Have a WSU technology question?
just want to chat about the different
apps available?

STOP BY AND CHAT
WITH US WHEN YOU
3 EEL 1 nE

DLC UNPLUGGED SIGN
20 - PARTING

Sunday,
Feb.21

@ Drury,
11 a.m.

Monday,
Feb.22

Tuesday,
Feb.23

